Mentoring Solutions for Law Enforcement
“Solutions that Empower your Workforce”

Predictive Policing/Crime Mapping
Overview and Solutions
Predictive Policing is more that than just a
few methods for analyzing data. It is a
detailed and rigorous process of collecting,
analyzing, and responding to data. Predictive
Policing applications are gaining more steam,
especially in large metropolitan area police
departments.
We understand that the cost and
implementation process is daunting to say
the least. Most smaller and mid-size Law
Enforcement agencies view this as an almost
impossible task.
Our practice is dedicated to helping those agencies find ways of adding predictive policing solutions within
their budgetary means. Our approach revolves around first understanding the Myths and Pitfalls of a
Predictive Policing solution.

Predictive Policing Myths
Myth 1: The Computer Actually Knows the Future
The algorithms in Predictive Policing applications
simply help predict risks. The predictions made by this
type of analysis is based heavily on data extrapolation.
Predictions are only as good as the underlying data.
Because predictive analytics is an extrapolation from
past crimes, the quality of the outcome depends on
the quality of the data inputs.
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Myth 2: The Computer will do Everything
Even with the most complete software suites, humans remain the most important element in the process.
Humans MUST:







Find relevant data
Preprocess the data to be suitable for analysis
Design and conduct analyses in response to ever-changing crime conditions
Review and interpret the results of these analyses to exclude erroneous findings.
o Integrate these findings with contextual knowledge beyond the software’s capabilities
Analyze the integrated findings in light of other demands and constraints facing the agency and make
recommendations on how to act on them.
Take action to exploit the findings and assess the impacts of those actions

Myth 3: You need a High Powered (and
expensive) Model
Most Police Departments do not need the
most expensive PP Software packages or
computers to launch/build a PP program. In a
good amount of cases, simple heuristics were
found to be nearly as good as sophisticated
analytic software in performing some tasks,
such as geographic profiling and next-incident
tactical predictions.
In addition, when predicting hotspots, research has shown, the increase in accuracy in moving from fairly
simple algorithms to the most computationally intensive algorithms tends to be marginal.
High-end software does allow for faster processing of high volumes of data, but for smaller department with
less activity, such high-end software packages are not needed to analyze crime data.
Myth 4: Accurate Predictions Automatically Lead to Major Crime Reductions.
Predictive Policing Analysis is not the path to the end of crime, just a tool that will assist. Predictions are just
simply, predictions. Achieving actual decreases in crime requires taking action based on these predictions.
In summary, Predictive Policing is not about making predictions but about the end-to-end process.
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Most Common Pitfalls of Predictive Policing

Pitfall 1: Focusing on Prediction Accuracy
instead of Tactical Utility
 Simply put, the scale of any Predictive
Policing analysis, should fit the scale of any
possible responses.
Pitfall 2: Relying on Poor-Quality Data
 Systematic errors in data will lead to
systematic errors in the resulting analysis.

Pitfall 3: Misunderstanding the Factors behind the Prediction
 In some cases, what the computer says is far from an adequate answer.
 In general, Predictive tools are designed in a way that makes it difficult, if not impossible, to highlight
the risk factors in specific areas.
Pitfall 4: Underemphasizing Assessment and
Evaluation
 To assess the effectiveness of crime analysis
recommendations, follow up data on both the
crime occurrences and police responses need to
be collected.
 The Predictive models can be tested on these
outcomes over time with the understanding
that police response3s to the predictions may
have an effect on the outcomes.
Pitfall 5: Overlooking Civil and Privacy Rights
 Simply put, the very act of labeling areas and
people as worthy of further law enforcement
attention inherently raises concerns about civil
liberties and privacy rights.
 Labeling areas as “at-risk” appear to pose fewer problems due to the fact that individuals are not being
directly targeted.
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